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EMBARGO: 01 FEB 2010

Canto Cumulus Now Available in Spanish
New edition expected to increase Cumulus market share in Spanish speaking regions. 

BERLIN, 01 FEB 2010 — Canto® today announced that the Cumulus Native Client has 
been localized for Spanish speaking users. Joining localized editions currently available for 
English, German, French, Japanese and Korean, the Spanish edition enables Canto to offer a 
native language Cumulus interface to users in Spain, Mexico, South America and other 
regions the company considers important for its continued growth.

Leveraging the diversity of its worldwide partner network, Canto worked with Spanish long-
time partner Microgestió on the localization. 

“Our goal for the Spanish edition of Cumulus was a quality localization that native speakers 
found comfortable to use,” explained Canto CEO Ulrich Knocke. “Microgestió helped ensure 
we could deliver that.”

Spanish speaking regions are an emerging market for Canto, so the company and its 
regional partners see the Spanish edition increasing the product’s foothold in these parts of 
the world.

“No digital asset management system is better known in Spain than Cumulus,” claims Félix 
Tolleson, marketing & sales director for Barcelona’s Microgestió. “But a Spanish edition will 
make it even easier for us to sell Cumulus, because it will reduce the training required for our 
customers and it shows Canto’s commitment to this market.”

The editing and searching of Spanish metadata has long been one of the more than 13 lan-
guages Cumulus supports for metadata. The new edition will mark the first time the 
Cumulus user interface itself has been localized for Spanish.

The Spanish edition of Cumulus is available at no additional charge to all customers on soft-
ware maintenance agreements.

Find out about more about Cumulus:

http://www.canto.com

About Microgestió 
Founded 25 years ago, Microgestió has become a landmark in the Graphics Arts industry by 
offering IT expertise and vertical solutions specifically designed for the sector. The company 
has been selling, supporting and providing integration services for Canto Cumulus in Spain 
for more than ten years.

Learn more: www.microgestio.es/cumulus 

Contact: Félix Tolleson (cumulus@microgestio.es)

About Canto & Cumulus
Canto has been dedicated to helping customers fully utilize their digital assets since 1990. 
Canto Cumulus is a cross-platform solution that enables companies to easily organize, find, 
share and track their ever-increasing numbers of digital files, in any format. Canto’s world-
wide network of certified developers offers an impressive assortment of plug-ins that 
enhance the Cumulus product line further. 

Learn more: www.canto.com
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Contact: Hector Medina (hmedina@canto.com)




